Background {#Sec1}
==========

The effort to improve breast cancer detection faces several challenges. One of these is how to integrate different diagnostic methods into a single diagnostic process. Although mammography screening programs do not include ultrasonography, some diagnostic mammography units do use ultrasound. However, no systematic guidelines are currently available to indicate when ultrasound should be used and when not. Some diagnostic units use ultrasound for every patient, but others do so only for certain indications, such as dense breasts, or if the patient requests it \[[@CR1]\]. The reasons for the unsystematic way in which ultrasound is used lie in the associated costs and the lack of prediction models capable of identifying those patients in whom an additional method would increase sensitivity without necessarily decreasing specificity.

A recent study investigated risk factors for masking of invasive breast tumors on mammograms \[[@CR2]\]. The authors showed that the probability of a tumor being detected on ultrasound but not on mammography (mammography failure) depended on the patient's age, body mass index (BMI), previous breast surgery, and percentage mammographic density (PMD). PMD was the strongest predictor of mammography failure. Tumors in dense breasts were overlooked more often than tumors in low-density breasts. Other studies, in which ultrasound was incorporated into screening programs for women with dense breasts, have also reported that sensitivity for tumor detection increased but specificity decreased when ultrasound was added to mammography \[[@CR3], [@CR4]\].

In clinical practice, PMD assessment has still not been included in clinical routine work, as there are issues of interobserver and intermethod variability and the procedure is quite time consuming \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\]. In research settings, two readers usually determine the proportion of dense breast using semiquantitative software analysis. In clinical routine, a fast, reproducible and automated method of assessing PMD would be desirable to help physicians decide whether ultrasonography should be provided for a woman in addition to mammography. Since texture features in the mammogram are useful for predicting the risk of breast cancer and estimating mammographic density \[[@CR7]--[@CR16]\], applying an adequate feature set might be a way of obtaining information from the mammogram that would be helpful in replacing mammographic density assessment.

The aim of the present study was, therefore, to investigate to which extent fully automatically generated texture features can replace time-consuming semi-automatic assessment of mammographic density to predict a patient's risk of having an invasive breast tumor that is visible on ultrasound but not on mammography, in a diagnostic mammography setting.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Study population {#Sec3}
----------------

The patients in this retrospective study of prospectively acquired data were selected from all breast cancer patients who were diagnosed and treated at the University Breast Center for Franconia, Erlangen University Hospital, between 2000 and 2009 and whose initial mammography was performed there, i.e., all mammograms were done at the point of the initial diagnosis of breast cancer. Patients are referred to the breast center to identify the need for a diagnostic biopsy. No invasive procedures had been carried out before the patient's referral to the hospital, and women whose breast cancer was initially discovered in the screening program were not included. The institution's diagnostic procedures require that all patients are examined with both mammography and additional ultrasound, regardless of the result of either imaging method and regardless of any patient characteristics.

Patients were selected in the following hierarchical order from a total of 3974 breast cancers registered in the breast center's database: invasive breast cancer (excluding 486 patients with in situ cancers); no contralateral breast cancer (excluding 412 patients); mammography at primary diagnosis performed at the university breast center (excluding 1688 patients); physical availability of mammograms for the affected and contralateral sides (excluding five patients); availability of a structured Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS) or analogous assessment of the mammogram and ultrasound scan (excluding 49 patients).

Clinical data {#Sec4}
-------------

All patient characteristics were documented as part of the certification processes required by the German Cancer Society (*Deutsche Krebsgesellschaft*) and by the German Society for Breast Diseases (*Deutsche Gesellschaft für Senologie*) \[[@CR17]\].

Mammograms for the breast cancer patients participating were considered as mammography failures and as masked if the diagnostic assessment of the mammogram was BI-RADS 2 or 1. A total of 108 unsuspicious mammograms from patients with suspicious lesions on the corresponding ultrasound were reviewed again, and one case was found that was reclassified as BI-RADS 4 and no longer regarded as a mammography failure.

Observed mammographic density {#Sec5}
-----------------------------

The mammograms were digitized using the CAD PRO Advantage^®^ film digitizer (VIDAR Systems Corporation, Herndon, Virginia, USA). Both analog images and printouts of digital mammograms were used. Quantitative computer-based threshold density assessments were carried out in 2011 and 2012 by two different readers (C.C.H., K.H) with 6 and 5 years of experience in the method used \[[@CR18]\]. Each mammogram was read in random order by both readers independent of each other. To assess the density proportion, the readers used the Madena Software Program, version X (Eye Physics, LLC, Los Alamitos, CA, USA). Only the measurements for the contralateral healthy breast were used for analysis. Both readers were unaware of any previous classifications or pathological findings. Averages of the two observers' values for PMD were used for analysis.

Image analysis {#Sec6}
--------------

A total of 363 texture features were calculated to characterize the mammographic images in the present study. Since an image is made up of pixels, it can be represented as a matrix in which each entry is an integer from 0 to 255, describing the gray value of the corresponding pixel. Generally speaking, texture features provide information about the gray-level distribution within an image or image region to distinguish between light and dark images---in this case, dense and soft breasts. Texture features may also provide information about the spatial relationship between gray levels, to distinguish between homogeneous and heterogeneous images and between cloudy and sharp patterns. There are also features that recognize periodicity of pattern \[[@CR9]\].

Families of texture features used for analyses have been described previously \[[@CR7]\]. Briefly:

*Moment*-*based features* (*n* = 76 features) They describe the gray-level distribution without regard to the spatial relationships of pixels. The central moments (mean, variance, skewness, kurtosis), normalized central moments (NCM), and transformations of the NCM belong to this feature family.

*Histogram features* (*n* = 16) The full spectrum of all gray levels was equally divided into 16 categories. The frequency of pixels in a specific category is called the histogram feature. Obviously, there are 16 histogram features.

*Markovian features* (*n* = 93) They describe the spatial relationship of pixels. They are computed on the basis of measurements derived from co-occurrence matrices or sum and difference histograms. A co-occurrence matrix measures the probability that two pixels of certain gray levels will be positioned at a particular distance and orientation. A sum histogram and accordingly a difference histogram count all combinations of two pixels with a particular distance, orientation and sum and difference of gray levels, respectively.

*Regional features* (*n* = 48) Pixels are clustered to regions in accordance with a similarity criterion. The criterion may depend on the distance, or the gray level, or both. A regional feature then characterizes the number of regions, the shape of the regions, or the gray-level distribution of the regions.

*Run*-*length features* (*n* = 60) They examine runs of similar gray levels in an image. Runs may be labeled according to their length, gray value, and direction. Long runs of the same gray value correspond to coarser textures, whereas shorter runs correspond to finer textures.

*Fourier features* (*n* = 33) They characterize image regions that show periodic structures. The image was transformed to a Fourier space. Then features are extracted from different portions of the Fourier space corresponding to low- and high-frequency image content.

*Wavelet features* (*n* = 37) They characterize spectral properties such as periodic structures at various spatial resolution levels. The image was iteratively transformed into four sub-images based on frequency content and orientation using wavelets. The features describe the energy of the sub-images. Sub-images of different levels correspond to different scales. Hence, this feature group extracts features for different scales.

Statistical analysis: preselection of texture features {#Sec7}
------------------------------------------------------

Box plots were created for all 363 features. Four very skew-distributed features were excluded after visual inspection of the box plots. The features were randomly ordered, and Spearman's correlation coefficients were calculated for all pairs of features among the remaining 359 features. Each feature with a correlation \>0.98 with a higher ranked feature was excluded to obtain a feature set without highly correlated features. Some basic features (central moments, histogram features) that had proved to be predictive in a previous study \[[@CR7]\] were accepted without preselection. In total, 218 features were considered for further analysis.

Statistical analysis: prediction of PMD {#Sec8}
---------------------------------------

Identifying relevant predictors for PMD among the relatively high number of texture features was a challenge, which can be summed up as follows. The complete dataset was randomly divided into two parts: one training set with about two-thirds of the patients and one validation set with about one-third of the patients. Different feature selection methods and regression techniques, respectively, were applied to training data to obtain PMD predictions. All of the regression techniques considered comprise a bundle of candidate models characterized by a tuning parameter *λ*. The optimal *λ* has to be determined before a specific prediction model representing the regression technique can be fitted to predict PMD. The following regression techniques were applied to training data:

*Univariate selection* For each feature, a linear regression model with the specific feature was set up and a global F test was performed. The features were ordered according to increasing *p* values for these F tests. The *λ* top-ranked features were selected and included in a multiple linear regression model. Here *λ*, ranging from 1 to 150, is a tuning parameter representing the number of selected features.

*Lasso* (least absolute shrinkage and selection operator) \[[@CR19]\] It is a regression technique in which the regression coefficients are shrunk towards zero. The amount of shrinkage is controlled by a tuning parameter *λ*. Depending on the value of *λ*, a number of coefficients reach exactly zero, which means that lasso is also a variable selection method. In this study, we set up a regression model with all features. The coefficients of the features were shrunk by variation of *λ*. In contrast to the usual regression models, lasso can deal with large numbers of predictors.

*Component*-*wise gradient boosting* \[[@CR20], [@CR21]\] It fits a regression model iteratively. It starts with an empty model without any predictors. In each iteration, the best-performing predictor is added to the model with a small step size, or its coefficient is updated if it was included before. More relevant predictors are included earlier than less relevant ones. The number of iterations *λ* is a tuning parameter that controls the number of selected predictors and the shrinkage of the coefficients.

*Random forest* \[[@CR22]\] A forest consisting of many decision trees was fitted to the data. Each tree is based on binary splits of randomly chosen features. This technique already takes into account overfitting during the fitting process, and nonlinear relationships between predictors and outcome are considered. The number of variables randomly sampled as candidates at each split was controlled by a tuning parameter *λ*.

The optimal *λ* for each method except for random forest was found by 10-fold cross-validation on the training dataset. For a given value of *λ*, the prediction model was estimated on nine folds and then applied on the tenth fold. The mean squared error (MSE) was taken as the evaluation measure. The MSE is a summary measure of the differences between the observed PMD values for patients in the tenth fold, which was not used for model building, and their predicted PMD values using the regression model. This procedure was done ten times, leaving one fold out at a time, and the average MSE was calculated. The *λ* value with the smallest average MSE was regarded as the optimal *λ*. The whole training set was finally used to fit a regression model with the optimal *λ*. At random forest, various forests depending on *λ* were fitted to the training dataset, and the forest with the smallest out-of-bag error was selected.

The procedures described above resulted in four regression models each for predicting PMD. Four continuous variables with PMD predictions were generated on training data and validation data, respectively, by applying the regression models to the corresponding datasets.

Statistical analysis: prediction of masking {#Sec9}
-------------------------------------------

The binary outcome variable "masking status" was created to distinguish between patients whose tumor was detected with ultrasonography but not with mammography (status = 1) and those whose tumor was detected with mammography, regardless of the ultrasonography result (status = 0). The primary aim of the study was to generate a continuous variable that predicts PMD from texture features ("predicted PMD") and could replace the semi-automatically determined predictor PMD ("observed PMD") in the prediction model for masking proposed in a previous study \[[@CR2]\].

The new PMD predictors based on univariate selection, lasso, boosting and random forest, respectively, were each entered into a logistic regression model on the training data, together with the clinical predictors from the previously proposed prediction model for masking, i.e., age (continuous), BMI (continuous), previous breast surgery (yes/no), HRT status and menopausal status (premenopausal, postmenopausal and no HRT usage, postmenopausal and HRT usage), and imaging technique (digital/analog) \[[@CR2]\].

The logistic regression models were evaluated on the validation dataset to measure their performance in new patients. They were fitted on the training dataset and, again, the MSE on the validation dataset was taken as a performance criterion. Here, the MSE is a summary statistic of the differences between the observed masking status (either 0 or 1) of patients from the validation set and the expected probability obtained from the model (between 0 and 1) for these patients having status = 1. Furthermore, a null model without any predictors, the clinical logistic regression model without PMD, and a logistic regression model with clinical predictors and the observed PMD as in \[[@CR2]\] were fitted on the training data and their MSEs were calculated with the validation data.

The predictive performance of the logistic regression models, in terms of discriminating between overlooked and detected tumors, was assessed using the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, the area under the ROC curve (AUC) and the continuous net reclassification improvement (NRI). Roughly speaking, the continuous NRI is the proportion of patients with overlooked or detected tumors who are correctly given a higher or lower predicted probability of masking by the regression model with mammographic density, rather than by the clinical model without PMD, corrected by wrongly assigned lower or higher probabilities \[[@CR23]\].

To demonstrate a possible future application of a prediction model, various cut-off points for the masking risk between 0 and 100% were defined, e.g., 12%. Subjects were classified as "low risk" if the prediction model assigned a masking risk below 12%. Otherwise, they were classified as "high risk." Discovery rates---i.e., the proportion of patients classified as "high risk" among true masked tumors---are presented.

To overcome the drawbacks of only splitting the data into training and validation sets once, we divided the dataset several times into training and validation sets and repeated the procedure described above each time \[[@CR24]\]. More precisely, 3-fold cross-validation with 100 repetitions was done. For each regression technique for predicting PMD, the average value of the 300 MSEs of the corresponding logistic regression models was taken as a final evaluation criterion. The regression technique with the smallest average MSE in logistic regression is regarded as the best method (the "winner" method) for substituting the semi-automatically assessed PMD by an automatically generated PMD in a logistic regression model for predicting masking. The average AUC and average NRI were used as further criteria.

The best prediction method was applied to the whole dataset to obtain the final prediction model for masking. This was done by repeating all model building steps, this time not on the training data, but on the complete dataset. That is, the tuning parameter *λ* was determined as described above and a corresponding regression model was fitted on the complete dataset to obtain predicted PMD values, which were entered into a logistic regression together with clinical predictors.

Statistical analysis: prediction of PMD (part 2) {#Sec10}
------------------------------------------------

The best regression technique for substituting the observed PMD to predict masking as well as possible does not need to be the most accurate technique for predicting PMD itself. A comparison of the regression techniques in relation to PMD prediction performance was a secondary study aim. The prediction performance of the regression models was assessed using the average MSE and the average *R* ^2^ statistic on validation datasets.

Calculations were carried out using the R system for statistical computing (version 3.0.1; R Core Team, Vienna, Austria, 2013). Particularly, the R packages mboost (version 2.2-3), randomForest (version 4.6-7) and glmnet (version 1.9-5) were used to fit boosting, random forest and lasso models.

Results {#Sec11}
=======

Patient characteristics {#Sec12}
-----------------------

A total of 1334 patients were included in the analysis. The percentages of missing data for each variable were below 5%. Missing values were imputed, as described previously in \[[@CR2]\]. In all, 107 patients (8.0%) had tumors that were detected with ultrasound alone but not with mammography. Clinical data are shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Patient characteristics in relation to mammography failure (yes/no)CharacteristicVisible on mammography and USVisible only on US (mammography failure)Mean or *n*SD or %Mean or *n*SD or %Age60.212.552.512.1BMI26.44.723.73.5PMD34.518.351.320.5Previous breast surgery No108087.47980.6 Yes15612.61919.4Menopausal and HRT status Premenopausal26921.84646.9 Postmenopausal and no HRT72158.32828.6 Postmenopausal and HRT24619.92424.5Imaging technique Analog76161.65556.1 Digital47538.44343.9Mean and standard deviation (SD) are shown for continuous characteristics, and frequency and percentage for categorical characteristics*BMI* body mass index,*HRT* hormone replacement therapy,*PMD* percentage mammographic density,*US* ultrasonography

Prediction of PMD (secondary study aim) {#Sec13}
---------------------------------------

The results, after the evaluation procedures were applied to each of the four prediction methods, are summarized in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. Lasso turned out to be the most accurate feature selection method and had a slightly smaller cross-validated prediction error MSE than boosting. Univariate selection and random forest performed distinctly less well than lasso and boosting. As expected, smaller prediction errors are reflected in larger *R* ^2^ values. The average number of selected features is relatively large, with more than half of all considered features. Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the observed mammographic density and predictions on a validation dataset using lasso and boosting models that had previously been fitted on training data.Table 2Prediction of PMDMethodMSE*R* ^2^*N*Univariate selection117.0 (8.6)0.67 (0.02)132.5 (9.7)Lasso111.9 (8.4)0.69 (0.02)108.8 (12.9)Boosting113.0 (8.6)0.68 (0.02)126.1 (8.8)Random forest120.2 (9.7)0.66 (0.03)--^a^Summary statistics (mean and standard deviation) of mean squared error (MSE) and *R* ^2^ obtained from (linear) regression models with selected features, as well as the number of selected features N, are shown. All measurements were obtained by 3-fold cross-validation with 100 repetitions*MSE* mean squared error,*PMD* percentage mammographic density^a^There was no variable selection with random forest Fig. 1Predicted and observed percentage mammographic density (PMD) values on a validation dataset (one-third of the patients), based on linear regression models fitted on a training dataset (two-thirds of the patients) using lasso (**a**) and boosting (**b**)

After lasso and boosting had been found to be the best prediction techniques, a lasso and a boosting model were fitted on the whole dataset for analysis in greater detail (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). Features from all feature families were selected. Nearly all histogram features were selected by both lasso and boosting. A higher than average number of features were taken from the wavelet and regional family. Nearly 90% of the boosting features were also selected by lasso. As expected, features that strongly correlated with PMD were preferred in the selection procedures. The features with the highest correlation with PMD within a feature family were almost always chosen in both models. The median correlation coefficients of the selected features were similar to the median correlation coefficients of the complete feature set, indicating that in total, selected features and not-selected features behaved similarly with regard to correlation with PMD. Particularly, many features that hardly correlate with PMD were selected.Table 3Selected texture features for predicting percentage mammographic density (PMD)Feature familyNumber of featuresCorrelation with PMD\
Median (min., max.)^c^AllLasso^a^Boosting^a^Common^b^AllLassoBoostingFourier129960.16 (0.03, 0.28)0.10 (0.03, 0.28)0.12 (0.03, 0.28)Histogram141313120.18 (0.00, 0.25)0.19 (0.00, 0.25)0.17 (0.00, 0.25)Markovian372424200.44 (0.00, 0.72)0.39 (0.00, 0.72)0.43 (0.00, 0.72)Moment-based705433320.21 (0.00, 0.61)0.21 (0.00, 0.61)0.21 (0.00, 0.61)Regional453632280.22 (0.01, 0.52)0.23 (0.03, 0.52)0.20 (0.01, 0.52)Run length281815120.59 (0.04, 0.71)0.60 (0.15, 0.70)0.62 (0.04, 0.71)Wavelet1210880.24 (0.01, 0.42)0.26 (0.06, 0.42)0.26 (0.06, 0.31)Total218164134118^a^Selected number of features using lasso and boosting method, respectively, to predict PMD. Prediction models were fitted on the complete dataset. The tuning parameters were estimated by cross-validation^b^Number of features selected both by lasso and boosting^c^Each feature was correlated with PMD. Summary statistics (median, minimum, maximum) of Spearman correlation coefficients between (all and selected) features and PMD are shown

Prediction of masking (primary study aim) {#Sec14}
-----------------------------------------

The PMD prediction from boosting (cross-validated MSE, 0.0654) and, slightly less well, lasso (0.0655) turned out to be the best replacement for the observed PMD in the logistic regression model for predicting masking (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). The original logistic regression model with observed PMD, however, was more accurate (0.0645). Each model with observed or predicted PMD performed better than the clinical model without PMD (0.0657).Table 4Prediction of maskingMethodMSEAUCNRIReclassificationCorrectly upwardsCorrectly downwardsNull^a^0.0682 (0.0095)0.500 (0.000)Clinical findings^b^0.0657 (0.0085)0.734 (0.037)Univariate selection^c^0.0656 (0.0085)0.743 (0.036)27.9 (16.2)57.9 (9.1)56.1 (3.0)Lasso^c^0.0655 (0.0084)0.747 (0.036)33.1 (15.6)60.0 (8.7)56.6 (3.0)Boosting^c^0.0654 (0.0084)0.747 (0.036)32.5 (15.5)59.8 (8.6)56.5 (3.0)Random forest^c^0.0656 (0.0087)0.739 (0.035)4.4 (16.3)45.1 (9.0)57.1 (3.4)Observed PMD^d^0.0645 (0.0082)0.753 (0.036)35.7 (14.4)58.5 (8.2)59.4 (2.9)Summary statistics (mean and standard deviation) of MSE, AUC, and the net reclassification improvement (NRI) in percentages obtained from logistic regression models with clinical predictors and the observed or predicted PMD using various regression methods. All measurements were obtained by 3-fold cross-validation with 100 repetitions*AUC* area under the curve,*BMI* body mass index,*HRT* hormone replacement therapy,*MSE* mean squared error,*NRI* net reclassification improvement,*PMD* percentage mammographic density^a^Logistic regression model without any predictors^b^Logistic regression model with clinical predictors (age, BMI, prior breast surgery, menopausal and HRT status, imaging technique) but without PMD^c^Logistic regression model with clinical predictors and PMD predicted from texture features using univariate selection, lasso, boosting, or random forest^d^Logistic regression model with clinical predictors and the original PMD values ("observed PMD")

The AUC values of the logistic regression models with predicted PMD based on lasso and boosting (cross-validated AUC, both 0.747) were in the middle between that of the clinical model (0.734) and that of the observed PMD model (0.753), indicating an improved ability of these models to differentiate between patients whose tumor will be overlooked and patients whose tumor will not be overlooked in comparison with the clinical model. As with the MSE, the AUCs for univariate selection and random forest were poorer than those of boosting and lasso, but still better than that of the clinical model without PMD.

All methods except random forest correctly increased the predicted probabilities of masking for the majority of patients with a masked mammogram in comparison with the clinical model ("correct reclassification upwards" in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). Lasso and boosting showed the largest improvement, followed by the model with the observed PMD and univariate selection. In patients without a masked mammogram, all methods correctly decreased the predicted probabilities for the majority of patients ("correct reclassification downwards" in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). In total, the reclassification improvement of the model with the observed PMD (cross-validated NRI, 35.7%) was slightly better than the models with predicted PMD based on boosting (32.5%) or lasso (33.1%), and much better than the models with predicted PMD using univariate selection (27.9%) or random forest (4.4%, Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}).

Discovery rates are presented for the boosting model, the winner in the method comparison, in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}, and compared with the clinical model and the observed PMD model. The discovery rates for the boosting model are generally better than those of the clinical model. They are slightly better than those for the observed PMD model for cut-off points up to 10%, but poorer thereafter. For instance, if a physician decides to offer ultrasound to women with a predicted risk of masking of more than 10%, then 57.7% of all tumors that are missed with diagnosis relying on mammography alone will be detected with the boosting model, in comparison with 55.6% with the original PMD model. Assuming that the general population has a similar risk distribution, additional ultrasound would be necessary in 26.4% of all women presenting at a diagnostic mammography unit. The ROC curves shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} for all possible cut-off points confirm that the boosting model lies between the clinical model and the observed PMD model. Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"} lists the coefficients of the logistic regression model with predicted PMD using boosting.Table 5Discovery rates for three models and different cut-off pointsCut-off point for predicted masking risk (%)^a^Frequency above cut-off point (%)^b^Discovery rates for tumors not seen on mammography (%)Clinical model^c^Boosting PMD model^d^Observed PMD model^e^547.581.880.978.91026.454.557.755.61220.044.847.448.71513.632.935.139.7207.516.221.025.4All measurements were obtained by 3-fold cross-validation with 100 repetitions*BMI* body mass index,*HRT* hormone replacement therapy,*PMD* percentage mammographic density^a^Patients were classified into a "high-risk" group if the prediction model assigned a masking risk above the cut-off point. Discovery rates are defined as the proportion of masked tumors in the "high-risk" group^b^Proportion of "high risk" classified patients in the total study population, using boosting-based prediction model^c^Logistic regression model with the clinical predictors age, BMI, previous breast surgery, menopausal and HRT status, and imaging technique^d^Logistic regression model with the same clinical predictors and additionally PMD predicted by a boosting regression model beforehand^e^Logistic regression model with the clinical predictors and the observed PMD Fig. 2Cross-validated receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves, showing the discriminative value of logistic regression models, each with clinical predictors but with different percentage mammographic density (PMD) measures (without PMD, with observed PMD, and with predicted PMD using boosting) Table 6Logistic regression model for predicting masking with predicted PMD based on boostingVariableCoefficient (standard error)Baseline--0.906 (1.308)Age (year)--0.018 (0.014)BMI (kg/m^2^)--0.080 (0.033)Previous breast surgery No^a^0 Yes0.502 (0.286)Menopausal and HRT status Premenopausal^a^0 Postmenopausal and no HRT--0.530 (0.357) Postmenopausal and HRT0.208 (0.355)Imaging technique Analog^a^0 Digital0.416 (0.223)Predicted PMD0.032 (0.009)The model is fitted on the complete dataset. To estimate a patient's risk for masking, the following steps are necessary: texture features values are calculated from the mammogram, the boosting regression model is applied to obtain the predicted PMD, and patient characteristics and predicted PMD are linearly combined with the logistic regression coefficient to obtain interim value *z.* Finally, exp (*z*)/(1 + exp (*z*)) is the predicted risk for masking^a^Reference category

Discussion {#Sec15}
==========

The study shows that prediction of masking on diagnostic mammograms can be improved if mammographic density estimations using texture features are added to a prediction rule based on age, BMI, prior surgery, menopausal and HRT status, and imaging technique. However, the overall performance of such a prediction model was inferior to a prediction model with semi-automated measurements of PMD. Nonetheless, a clinically relevant group of patients was identified in which the new prediction model performed at least as well as the traditional one. A clinical application for this automated algorithm might be envisaged in automated fusion machines performing mammography and additionally ultrasound in case of increased risk of masking.

In patients with a predicted risk of masking greater than 10%, the boosting model outperformed the semi-automated prediction model from \[[@CR2]\] in relation to the discovery rate of masked tumors. Lowering the cut-off point would lead to similar performances with both models. Furthermore, the discovery rate would increase, but the proportion of patients to whom ultrasound should be offered would also increase. Using higher cut-off points would reduce the number of patients requiring additional ultrasound but only a minority of all tumors not seen on mammography would be discovered. It appears, therefore, that with a discovery rate that was desirably high for clinical purposes (e.g., \>50% when taking a 10% risk as the cut-off point), boosting-based mammographic density estimations might be able to replace semi-automated assessment of mammographic density without any loss of accuracy. This procedure could be implemented after further empirical validation.

Incorporating additional imaging methods into a diagnostic algorithm always harbors a risk of further invasive interventions being carried out in women who do not have a malignant lesion. It is, therefore, important to ensure that the cohort of women for whom a recommendation for additional diagnostic procedures is being developed is characterized very carefully. For example, women with high breast density values are offered ultrasound in addition to mammography in more than 24 states in the US \[[@CR25]\]. In screening programs, it has been shown that breast density should not be the only criterion for whether additional diagnostic workup is justified, since not all women with a high mammographic density are at high risk for the occurrence of interval cancers, and other predictors also influence the risk of an interval cancer \[[@CR26]\]. Similarly, the accuracy for predicting masking could be improved using additional oogenetic factors that were not taken into account in the present study and possibly genetic factors as well. Increasing the accuracy might reduce the number of unnecessary invasive interventions.

The texture feature selection process was carried out following a prespecified plan. Univariate selection is a simple method that does not take correlations among features into account. It is known to perform less well in general than more sophisticated methods such as lasso \[[@CR24]\], a result that was confirmed in this study and recently in \[[@CR27]\]. Lasso and boosting performed similarly, although the model fitting is rather different. However, the two methods share the common feature that variable selection is a continuous process that leads to "weakly" selected features in addition to strong predictors. All regression techniques except for random forest treated features as linear predictors that were summed up in a certain way to estimate PMD. A further study might show whether nonlinear usage of the features at lasso and boosting would improve the prediction. Random forest can deal with nonlinear effects, but its performance was poorest. A promising strategy in medical image analysis is the use of deep learning algorithms, in particular convolutional neural networks \[[@CR28]\]. In \[[@CR15]\], unsupervised deep learning was applied to texture features from mammograms.

Double cross-validation with an inner loop to specify the prediction model and an outer loop to compute model performance measures was carried out to ensure that all model building steps were performed completely independent of the validation step \[[@CR29], [@CR30]\]. That is, all reported measures were based on data that were not used for model building. Otherwise, the measures would have been over-optimistic. Preselection of texture features was performed once on the complete dataset before the actual model building and model assessment procedures started, and was not repeated during later steps. It did not employ any information related to the outcome to avoid biasing model assessments. Schild et al.  \[[@CR31]\] and Häberle et al.  \[[@CR27]\] provide examples of double (cross-)validation being applied in gynecological studies. Another strength of this study is the use of a large cohort of more than 1000 breast cancer patients. The cohort did not focus on women with a high mammographic density, but included all women attending a diagnostic mammography unit, regardless of any criteria other than admission.

This study has certain limitations. The results are restricted to a clinical diagnostic setting in which the complementary use of breast ultrasound and mammography is already routine practice. No direct conclusions can be drawn with regard to application in a screening setting, nor can any conclusions regarding specificity be drawn at present. At most, the discovery rates described can serve as preliminary estimations for discovery rates in a screening setting. Further research in the screening setting is warranted to assess the specificity and feasibility of the algorithm.

Conclusions {#Sec16}
===========

Automatically generated texture features can replace semi-automatically determined PMD values in a prediction model for a patient's risk for having a masked tumor, such that more than 50% of masked tumors could be discovered. Automated risk prediction allows implementation of observer-independent, model-based risk calculation in high-throughput mammography settings. After further empirical validation, our risk prediction algorithm might be implemented in fusion machines performing mammography and additionally ultrasound if necessary. The sophisticated statistical procedures applied in this study follow a prespecified, systematic plan and are described generally enough to be easily adapted for other study purposes.

AUC

:   area under the ROC curve

BI-RADS

:   breast imaging reporting and data system

BMI

:   body mass index

HRT

:   hormone replacement therapy

NRI

:   net reclassification improvement

PMD

:   percentage mammographic density

ROC

:   receiver operating characteristic
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